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Owen Donald was simply a regular financier, not a road hooligan. He had numerous friends, 

however nobody that worked for him and also agreed to pay attention to his orders except 

for a permanent vehicle driver. 

The four guys that he gave The Harriet, as well as the 26 people who just hurried over to 

obstruct The Harriet’s main entry, were all obtained from the street employer, Chase Lucas. 

Cash was required to hire these people. If he worked with a large number of individuals, it 

can also be marked down. 

Given that four individuals had already been seriously hurt, even if he were to stop here, the 

overall cost would possibly be 100,000 to begin. 

Furthermore, he had actually never ever planned to experience without getting revenge. 

Readily, he wanted to deal with Alex to the end, not due to the fact that he might afford to 

invest even more cash, but due to the fact that somebody else was paying the bill. 

The person who took the campaign to make the most of Owen was Gerald Xavier. 

Expending Owen to get him to withdraw his investment was exactly Gerald’s first step to 

take revenge on Gold Rock … 

Owen Donald currently had the idea of divestment as well as wanted to benefit from this 

terrific possibility to swipe a public expenditure. 

Consequently, his self-assured foolproof strategy was spoiled by a “loser”. And also the 

humiliation, however he had also nearly lost one of his testicles. This was simply the greatest 

insult, just how could he possibly endure this? 

When it comes to Alex, he did not want to go too far. He simply intended to show Owen 

Donald a lesson. 

If Owen wanted to continue to make problem, he can only go with it! 



Alex made up his mind and also threw the cars and truck tricks to Isla. 

” You need to take Cynthia back initially.” 

” What concerning you?” 

Isla looked anxious, shyly went in front of Alex as well as murmured, “Forget it! Don’t make 

this situation so huge that it’ll be difficult to finish up later. Allow’s simply go back with each 

other, shall we? Cynthia as well as I do not even attempt to drive in this state.” 

” If you don’t wish to go, you can stay right here, but you’re not permitted to leave The 

Harriet!” 

Alex did not give Isla a possibility to antiphon. He took his cars and truck tricks back and 

also got up right away, then said to George Schultz, “Sorry for the difficulty, I’ll go outdoors 

with Owen Donald to settle our problem soon. 

I’ll require to difficulty you to take care of them for me. When I’m done, I’ll pertain to choose 

them up.” 

George Schultz shook his head and also claimed, “Mr. Cohen, you’re as well polite. Do not 

worry, the two beauties will be definitely risk-free with me below.” 

” Thanks ahead of time.” 

Alex nodded as well as said to Owen, “Let’s go outdoors and resolve this?” 

Owen’s self-confidence had actually been recovered, and with a glare, he claimed, “Let’s go! 

I was afraid you would not dare!” 

On his escape with Big Ken, Alex secured his phone as well as talked with Felix Moore, then 

left without a word. 

They went straight to a building and construction website behind Harriet Online casino that 

was empty as everybody was currently off duty. The area was open and quiet, which was 

extremely ideal for a massive street battle. 

Although there were currently just two of them, Alex was enigmatically positive. 



Owen Donald, with 26 people standing regarding 3 meters far from Alex, broke his neck and 

stated, “Cohen! I’ll give you one last chance. As long as you stoop down and apologize to 

me, as well as additionally use your other half, I can save your life!” 

Alex shook his head as well as stated, “Owen Donald, do you think you’ll undoubtedly win? 

Don’t think that you’re undefeatable since you have back-up. I think you’re just a wimp!” 

” Go to heck! Go all out on him! 

” People, come on out!” 

Alex nonchalantly elevated his right-hand man. 

In the following second, dense shadows rushed over from all directions, a minimum of 30 of 

them! 

In less than half a min, these people persevered behind Alex. Felix Moore, that was leading 

the group, added to Alex and said proudly, “Bro, this is quite cool, eh?” 

Old Sid also came by and claimed to Alex with a smile, “Mr. Cohen, is this approximately 

your expectation?” 

Alex responded his head in fulfillment, yawned, as well as said to Owen Donald, “Are we still 

dealing with?” 

Owen did not expect that Alex had actually likewise brought some people, but on second 

idea, the people he had brought with him were goons who commonly combated, and also 

the individuals on Alex’s side looked like migrant employees. 

Owen increased his hand and also claimed, “Fight!”. 

The street brawl including over 50 individuals began. 

After less than a min, Owen was dissuaded and shed hope. The people he had actually 

brought with him were defeated to a pulp. 

That was just since he had underestimated the migrant workers. These unpretentious males, 

although they had no experience in combating, all of them had strong arms. 

It was like beating the air. 



Besides, Alex’s side was led by a specialist whose fighting capacity much went beyond that 

of street punks! 

Large Ken alone had oppressed no less than 7 or 8 ruffians and also ultimately found the 

right opportunity to twist Owen’s appropriate arm back practically 180 degrees … 

Owen understood that he was not in a great scenario as well as blazed a trail to get away. 

Heading to the health center, he obtained a telephone call from Chase Lucas, advising him 

to make the last repayment. 

After he hung up the phone, he sustained the discomfort in his appropriate arm as well as 

dialed Gerald Xavier’s number with his left hand holding his phone. 

” Mr. Xavier, when will the payment promised to me be made?”. 

Gerald Xavier’s boring voice originated from the receiver, “Do you believe I will not pay you 

1,200?”. 

” No, no, exactly how could Mr. Xavier be in debt? I don’t have that … No, Mr. Xavier, 1,200? 

That’s wrong?”. 

Did you take those four I promised you to combat? I’ll move it straight to Chase Lucas, as 

well as he’ll automatically minimize 2,000 when you pay him off. Okay, I have actually got 

things to do, I’ll hang up now. 

” What do you suggest, Mr. Xavier? Hi? Hello? Mr. Xavier, hello …”. 

As he listened to the disconnected call tone from the receiver, Owen went bananas. 

His participation with Gerald Xavier was totally verbal. The clinical costs of so several 

damaged people, on the other hand, was an endless pit. 

At that moment, his mind only had one idea: he was done for! 

Although he had actually invested 60 million in Gold Rock, that was the money that a big 

group of companions had pooled with each other. His personal funds were less than 10 

million, and he still had to treat his own injuries. 



The reason he had actually ended up in such a circumstance was mostly his very own 

mistake. Gerald Xavier’s absence of principles was still secondary. 

The very first factor was that he ought to not have actually treated Gerald Xavier, who was 

much smarter than him, as a foolish person. 

The 2nd factor was that he ought to not have actually hit on a female that also Gerald 

Xavier’s son can not obtain … 

On the other hand, Alex led his people back to the entryway of Harriet Casino site as well as 

moved 10,000 over to Felix. 

” The brothers involved in the operation tonight have striven. Take this amount of money as 

well as when you have the opportunity, treat them to a meal for me. If any one of them are 

injured, I’ll reimburse their clinical expenditures completely.”. 

Felix responded as well as stated, “After that I’ll send them back with Old Sid.”. 

” Excellent!”. 

Alex saw Felix as well as Old Sid leave, then claimed to Big Ken, “I need a definitely reliable 

individual to assist me with a huge event at the billion-dollar level, ideally the kind that no 

one understands of other than our very own individuals. Bro, can you offer me a referral?”. 

” Together, I have one such individual in my auto …”. 

Big Ken brought Alex to his Volkswagen Lavida and also indicated a boy sitting in the 

driver’s seat. 

” His name is Hunter Yates and he was originally benefiting Master. Just recently, due to the 

fact that I went out on a mission, Master allowed him tag along for a while. You can leave all 

your issues to him.”. 

Alex nodded his head in welcoming at Seeker Yates as well as said with a smile, “There’s a 

money throwing task that I would certainly like your assist with …”. 

” Throwing cash?”. 



Big Ken was delighted by the audio of that and also continued, “Young Master, I like this 

task! Leave it to me!”. 

” It’s inconvenient now that our identifications were practically exposed.”. 

What Alex desired was to obtain Gold Rock. 

Currently, there was no shortage of money and also the opportunity had actually occurred 

for him to lastly take action. 

With Alex’s existing monetary stamina as well as connections, it was sufficient to help Gold 

Rock via these difficult times. 

It was far better to just place the company under his name and have Victor Sullivan’s family 

members benefit him … 

 


